CASE STUDY:

WORLDPAY

CLIENT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

WorldPay

Create and deploy a Uniﬁed Conferencing and collaboration
solution across multiple conference room at multiple
sites nationwide.

PROJECT
Conference Room Rollout

LOCATION
Multiple - Nationwide

INDUSTRY
Banking

SCOPE

UNIQUE CHALLENGES
WorldPay is one of the largest Merchant Processors in North
America. Part of their growth strategy was based on mergers
and acquisitions, and by proxy, they had a highly disjointed
and inconsistent conferencing mechanism. Our team was
tasked with using the customer’s preferred endpoint, a Cisco
Spark / WebEx Room solution to simplify, retroﬁt and install
new conference rooms throughout the entire corporation.
The customer wanted to make sure that every room was
deployed to a regimented standard, and that a single point of
support was available for all rooms throughout the country.

New conferencing rollout
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OUR SOLUTION
Operating from the perspective of “less is more” we created a
solution that relied exclusively on the Cisco Hardware and a
ﬁnite set of professional displays. We supported the
installations with basic HDBaseT extenders and added full
automation for large & C-Suite conference rooms – in all cases
creating an environment which was extremely simple to
support and service, had a very linear signal path, and had no
dependencies on third party programming or in depth
knowledge sets. We then worked with the customer to create,
schedule and deploy site by site, phase by phase rollouts
across 8 locations nationwide totaling over 60 conference
rooms to date. Our unique project management and
deployment strategy allows for 100% complete systems to
deployed consistently within ﬁnite time frames and provable
quality control. This project is expected to continue thru at
least 20 additional conference rooms and any additional
merged or acquired organizations as they come up.

KEY EQUIPMENT USED
• Cisco Endpoints
• LG Displays
• Sharp Displays
• Samsung Displays
• Crestron Peripherals
• Extron Peripherals
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